Intrinsic aspect of V-shaped switching in ferroelectric liquid crystals: biaxial anchoring arising from peculiar short axis biasing in the molecular rotation around the long axis.
To clarify the intrinsic aspect of practically usable thresholdless V-shaped switching in ferroelectric liquid crystals, we have observed textures and measured polarized Raman scattering as well as optical transmittance in a thin homogeneous cell of a single compound by applying an electric field. The results indicate that the so-called surface stabilized ferroelectric states are destabilized, and that there exist rather stable two domains with broad and narrow molecular orientational distributions, both of which show the almost ideal V-shaped switching with considerably low transmittance at the tip of the V. We have concluded that the main cause of the V-shaped switching is the biaxial anchoring on the substrates coated with polyimide, which makes the most polarizable short axis normal to the substrates. It is in competition with the ordinary anchoring that favors the director parallel to the substrates, when the material has such a bulk intrinsic property that this short axis is parallel to the tilt plane. The competition makes the total anchoring energy almost independent of the azimuthal angle and gives rise to the V-shaped switching.